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You must read the following before continuing. The confidential information following this page, the oral presentation of such information and other materials distributed at, or in connection with, the presentation (the "Presentation") is for information purposes

only, and does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or the solicitation of an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe for, or any offer to underwrite or otherwise acquire any securities of Bangkok Commercial Asset Management Public

Company Limited (the “Company”) or any other securities, nor shall any part of the Presentation or the fact of its distribution or communication form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract, commitment or investment decision in relation

thereto in Thailand, Singapore, the United States, China, Japan or any other jurisdiction. This Presentation has been prepared solely for informational use and made available to you on a strictly confidential basis, and may not be taken away, reproduced,

referred to publicly or redistributed in whole or in part to any other person. By attending this presentation and/or reading this Presentation, you are agreeing to be bound by the foregoing and below restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may

constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. If you are not the intended recipient of this Presentation, please delete and destroy all copies immediately.

This Presentation is confidential, and all contents of this Presentation are to be kept strictly confidential. This Presentation is intended only for the recipients thereof, and may not be copied, reproduced, retransmitted or distributed by a recipient to any other

persons in any manner, or used or relied upon by any party for any other purpose.

Neither this Presentation nor any of its contents may be disclosed, distributed or used for any other purpose without the prior written consent of the Company. By accepting delivery of this Presentation, you agree that you will promptly return, delete or destroy

this Presentation to the Company upon the Company’s request.

This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that may be identified by their use of words like “plans,” “expects,” “will,” “anticipates,” “believes,” “intends,” “depends,” “projects,” “estimates” or other words of similar meaning and that involve risks and

uncertainties. All statements that address expectations or projections about the future, including, but not limited to, statements about the strategy for growth, product development, market position, expenditures, and financial results, are forward-looking

statements. Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and expectations of future events. The Company does not guarantee that these assumptions and expectations are accurate or will be realized. Actual future performance, outcomes and

results may differ materially from those expressed in forward-looking statements as a result of a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Although the Company believes that such forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, it can

give no assurance that such expectations will be met.Past performance does not guarantee or predict future performance.

A number of important factors could cause actual results or outcomes to differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statement. Representative examples of these factors include (without limitation) general industry and economic conditions,

interest rate trends, cost of capital and capital availability, currency exchange rates, competition from other companies, shifts in customer demands, customers and partners, changes in operating expenses including employee wages, benefits and training,

governmental and public policy changes and the continued availability of financing in the amounts and the terms necessary to support future business. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which are based on the

current view of the Company's management on future events.The Company does not assume any responsibility to amend, modify or revise any forward-looking statements, on the basis of any subsequent developments, information or events, or otherwise.

The information in this Presentation has been prepared by the Company and has not been independently verified, approved or endorsed by any advisor retained by the Company. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance,

in whole or in part, should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information and opinions in this Presentation. It is not intended that these materials provide, and you may not rely on these materials as providing, a complete or

comprehensive analysis of the Company. The information and opinions in these materials are provided as at the date of this Presentation, and are subject to change without notice. None of the Company or any of their respective affiliates, directors, officers,

employees, agents, advisers or representatives, makes any representation as to, or assumes any responsibility or liability with regard to, the accuracy or completeness of any information contained here (whether prepared by it or by any other person) or

undertakes any responsibility or liability for any reliance which is placed by any person on any statements or opinions appearing herein or which are made by the Company or any third party, or undertakes to update or revise any information subsequent to the

date hereof, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise and none of them shall have any liability (in negligence or otherwise) for nor shall they accept responsibility for any loss or damage howsoever arising from any information or opinions

presented in these materials or use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this Presentation.

This Presentation also contains certain statistical data and analyses (the “Statistical Information”) which have been prepared in reliance upon information furnished by the Company and/or third party sources for which the Company has either obtained or is in  

the process of obtaining the necessary consents for use. Numerous assumptions were used in preparing the Statistical Information, which assumptions may or may not appear herein. As such, no assurance can be given as to the Statistical Information’s  

accuracy, appropriateness or completeness in any particular context, nor as to whether the Statistical Information and/or the assumptions upon which they are based reflect present market conditions or future market performance. Moreover, any information  

from third party sources contained in this Presentation may not be used or relied upon by any other party, or for any other purpose, and may not, directly or indirectly, be reproduced, disseminated or quoted without the prior written consent of such third  party.

This Presentation does not purport to be complete description of the terms of or the inherent risks in any actual or proposed transaction described herein.

This Presentation may not be taken or transmitted into the United States, Canada or Japan or distributed directly or indirectly, in the United States, Canada or Japan or any other jurisdiction where it is unlawful to do so. No portion of these materials is an  offer 

of securities for sale in the United States, Canada or Japan, or any other jurisdiction. This presentation is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or  other 

jurisdiction where such distribution, transmission, publication, availability, or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such jurisdiction. Under the terms of any proposed offering, no  securities will be 

offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an exemption from registration. No public offering of securities will be made in the United States, and the Company does not intend to register any part of a proposed offering in the  United States.
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Key Highlights
Q2/2021 Overview of 1H/2021 and Q2/2021 Performance

- 1H/2021 total collection of 7,191 MB - the target is met (100.3%)

- Q2/2021 total collection of 4,225 MB, slightly above the target and representing NPAs collection 
of 1,992 MB (112% of the quarterly target) and NPLs collection of 2,233 MB (92% of the quarterly 
target)

- Collection levels were maintained to meet targets, leveraging collection strategies – NPAs 
collection made up for NPLs collection which has been impacted.

- Net profit of 790 MB for Q2/2021, an increase of 618% YoY and 220% QoQ (1H/2021: 1,037 MB)

Overview of NPLs Supply and BAM’s NPLs acquisition

- Significant amount of NPLs sales cancellation from financial institutions following the hold back in 
bidding prices from buyers – NPLs principal amounts put up for sale in Q2/2021 totaling 4,371 
MB with NPLs sales cancellation in 1H/2021 totaling 5,570 MB.

- BAM acquired 419 MB worth of NPLs – 51% SME loans and 49% housing loans.

Other Updates

- Cost of fund for Q2/2021 averaged 2.9%. BAM has credit lines over 10,000 MB to boost liquidity
and is in negotiations with two commercial banks for additional credit lines.

- Expense-to-collection ratios improved, but BAM incurred more operating expenses due to 
specific business tax following sales of NPAs. 

- Results obtained for Joint Venture and Holding Company initiatives – limitations and relevant 
factors are being considered 1
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2Q/2021

Q2/2021

20,333 MB

2,350

2,021

4,371 MB

NPLs supply and 
acquisition

• “Wait & See” - significant 

amount of NPLs sales 

cancellation following the 

hold back on bidding 

prices from buyers 

(principal balance)

~Q1/2021 4,132 MB

~Q2/2021 4,371 MB

~Cancelled 5,570 MB

• 2020 supply VS 2021 

supply - NPLs supply fell

around 24%

~1H/2020: 26,728 MB

~1H/2021: 20,333 MB

NPLs Supply in the Financial Institution System and BAM’s NPLs Acquisition

NPLs supply from financial institutions

Overview of NPLs 
supply and BAM’s 
NPLs acquisition

Q2/2021 acquisition 
volume categorized 

by financial 
institutions

BAM acquired 752 MB
worth of principal 

balance at 419 MB cost

Housing Loans SME Loans

Principal Balance Acquisition Cost

*NPLs supply from financial institutions only consists of secured NPLs for which BAM received invitations to auctions.

Financial 
Institution 1: 

70%

Financial 
Institution 2: 

30%



Collection
Overview

NPLs collection at     
2,233 MB, -8% of the 
quarterly target of 

2,430 MB

NPAs collection at
1,992 MB, +12% of the 
quarterly target of 

1,773 MB

*Note: Total collection record of 2021 includes cash collected from the Legal Execution Department during the period, in which it is recorded as a 
third-party purchaser winning the auction of our debtors’ collateral

- Q2/2021 and 1H/2021 

collections met targets

- NPAs collection has 

continued to improve since 

Q1

- NPLs collection better 

than Q1 but affected by 

debtors’ ability to repay 

during COVID-19 pandemic

3

NPAs remain strong while 
NPLs recover from Q1 results

Collection target was met

Collection Target vs. Collection Q2/2021 Collection QoQ and YoY

Collection improved QoQ and YoY



1Q/21 2Q/21 %QoQ

310 359 16%

345 225 (35%)

1,178 1,150 (2%)

270 619 129%

2,103 2,353 12%

597 650 9%

36 472 1211%

33 35 6%

11 14 27%

2,780 3,524 27%

599 655 9%

615 670 9%

1,566 2,200 40%

1,178 1,150 (2%)

75 64 (15%)

1,253 1,214 (3%)

312 984 215%

144 176 22%

(79) 18 (122%)

65 194 198%

247 790 220%

NPLs
- Interest income improved

YoY and QoQ

- Accrued income from auction 

sale is affected by temporary 

closure of legal execution 

offices in high-risk areas 

NPAs
- Gain on sale of properties for 

sale continues to grow due to 

related strategies being 

leveraged 

- Large-sized installment sales 

were recognized in Q2/2021 

Expenses and Other Items

- Improved expense-to-

collection ratios
*restated financial information for Q2/20
*the summation of some figures may not add up due to rounding

4

Key Financial 
Updates

Unit: MB 2Q/20 2Q/21 %YoY

Operating Income

   Interest income - Loans purchased of receivables

      Part of amount received 132 359 172%

      Accrued income from auction sale 359 225 (37%)

      Part of accrued 1,276 1,150 (10%)

      Gain on loans purchased of receivable 433 619 43%

   Total Interest income - loans purchased of receivables 2,200 2,353 7%

   Gain on sale of properties for sale 434 650 50%

   Gain on installment sale 20 472 2260%

   Other interest income 24 35 46%

   Other operating income 21 14 (33%)

Total operating income 2,699 3,524 31%

   Total operating expenses 622 655 5%

   Interest expenses 582 670 15%

Profits from operation before income tax expenses 1,495 2,200 47%

   ECL - Part of accrued 1,276 1,150 (10%)

   Additional ECL 100 64 (36%)

Total Expected Credit Losses 1,376 1,214 (12%)

Profits before income tax 119 984 727%

Income tax 207 176 (15%)

Deferred Tax (198) 18 (109%)

Total Income Tax 9 194 2056%

Net Profit 110 790 618%

1H/20 1H/21 %YoY

334 669 100%

810 570 (30%)

2,514 2,328 (7%)

1,596 889 (44%)

5,254 4,455 (15%)

660 1,247 89%

31 508 1539%

47 68 45%

29 25 (14%)

6,021 6,303 5%

1,303 1,254 (4%)

1,163 1,285 10%

3,555 3,764 6%

2,514 2,328 (7%)

159 139 (13%)

2,674 2,467 (8%)

881 1,297 47%

622 320 (49%)

(516) (61) (88%)

107 259 143%

775 1,037 34%



Unit: Baht in million

NPLs Management Results

-8% of the quarterly target 
but an increase QoQ and 
YoY

Higher interest income (Part of amount received)    

due to debtors’ ability to repay 

More lenient debt-restructuring criteria for    

individual debtors, relevant projects include:

“Pleased to have your home back”,                     

“BAM Revitalize your business”

Increase in gain on loans purchased of receivables as 

more repayments exceeded acquisition costs

1H/2021 saw 1,037 more TDR accounts
(30% of the annual target of 3,500 accounts)

Legal Execution Dept. halted auctions from mid-April 

to May 21, decreasing recognition of income from 

auction sale

Collection bounced back in 
Q2/2021

Q2/2564

Collection Q2/2021

Q2/2021

5

22%  
auction sale

78% 

Debt restructuring



Unit: Baht in million

953 NPAs sold in Q2/2021 

with avg. sales price of 87% of the appraised value

(was ~91% of the appraised value in Q1/2021) 

389 special price NPAs sold, totaling 740 MB

(cumulative amount of special price NPAs for sale: 

3,000 items worth over 7,500 MB)

Sales from “Free transfer” promotion:

~500 items worth ~947 MB

Renovated properties for sale sold ~200 MB 

~10% worth of properties sold Q2/2021

(2,053 renovated properties in accumulation)

Retail investors purchased 275 NPAs for further 

investment, totaling 174 MB for Q2/2021

(Q1/2021 sales: 79 MB, 35 NPAs) 

+12% of the quarterly target, 
continued growth QoQ and 
YoY

Q2/21 sales distribution by 
property type 

6

Collection reflects strategies

NPAs Management Results

Q2/2021

Collection Q2/2021

1% other 2% hotel

20%  
vacant land

26%  
commercial 
properties

51% 
residential 
properties
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NPLs

NPAs

Quarterly Targets and 1H/2021 Collection

2,966
4,225

4,240

6,043

2021 Second Half 
Outlook (1) Other related items

▪ NPLs and NPAs under 
negotiation for 2H/2021

▪ 2 debtors and 4 NPAs at 
100 MB+ value

▪ 26 debtors and 16 NPAs at 
10-100 MB value
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Q2/2021 collection 
target was met

2021 collection target 
remains at 17,452 MB

1H/2021 Target: 7,169 MB

1H/2021 Collection: 

7,191 MB

2021 target

17,452 MB

4
1%



• NPLs supply volume is still vague, 
depending on the impact post support 
measures from the govt.

✓ Support measures for individual debtors
(ending Dec. 21)

✓ Asset Warehousing

• Communication with debtors and 
lenient debt-restructuring criteria

✓ “Pleased to have your home back”         
pb. under 10 MB.

✓ “BAM revitalize your business”               
pb. under 20 MB.

NPLs NPAs Internal Operations

Updates on other projects in 1H/2021 and 2H/2021 outlook 

2H/2021

- Phase 1 of BAM-D on PDPA and Cyber Security has been 
implemented.

- Preliminary results of Holding Company and Joint Venture 
initiatives have been obtained; some limitations and relevant 
factors are being considered.

- NPLs supply in the financial institution system is expected to 
increase after impacts from related policies

- New players continue to enter AMC market as NPLs supply is 
expected to rise 

• Improve sale of NPAs and build 
awareness through online channels
✓ Online NPAs Sale Expos by BAM Mall

• Sales strategies for specific groups
✓ Retail investors
✓ High net worth investors

• Customize the auctions for customers 
and retail investors
✓ Select more NPAs for auctions in 

Q4/2021

• Phase 1 of BAM-D: Digital Enterprise
✓ PDPA and Cyber Security has been 

implemented.

• Organizational restructure for 
improving employee potential and 
capacity to serve NPLs and NPAs 
management

• Liquidity management in the COVID-19 
pandemic

2021 Second Half Outlook (2)

8

1H/2021
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